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An algorithm related to diffusion-limited aggregation is used to generate patterns of interface

motion in the Hele Shaw geometry. %ith increasing surface tension, the objects generated change

from fractal structures to smooth boundary "fingers. " The fingers' profiles agree with experiments

and numerical solutions. The fingers" width as the function of the surface tension is consistent with

the results obtained through other simulational methods. As the surface tension is decreased, ap-

parently unstable patterns of flow develop. For very small values of the surface tension, a kind of
dendritic growth is produced.

I. INTRODUCTION

Interfacial stability and pattern formation are common
in many physical problems. ' One of the simplest exam-
ples is the Saffman-Taylor problem which involves the
displacement of water by air between two pieces of closely
spaced rectangular glass sealed at two long edges —a two-
dimensional geometry originally considered by Hele
Shaw. 4

As in many other problems, the surface tension tends to
stabilize an interface, which is driven under a external
force and would otherwise be unstable. As the result of
the competition between two forces, static patterns may
form. When the driving force increases, the pattern be-
comes time dependent. Then, under appropriate condi-
tions, an oscillatory and highly branched pattern called a
dendrite will form.

Typically, the equations of motion for the interface in
these problems are simple. But they are not easy to solve,
even numerically. Thus, in a similar but more difficult
problem, directional solidification, several serious at-
tempts have been made to simplify the problem to make it
numerically tractable. '

Recently, a random-walk model has been introduced to
attack these problems. It is based on a model originally
invented by %itten and Sander as a means to generate
fractal structures. The model, called diffusion-limited ag-
gregation (DLA), has particles diffuse from far away to-
ward an existing cluster, which then attach to it at the
point of first contact. DLA generates a ramified and
chaotic structure.

To simulate the hydrodynamic experiments with the
random-walk generated structures, we must face two
problems: we must reduce the randomness in the random
walk siinulations because the motion of the interface is
deterministic; and we must include surface tension in the
simulations. The first problein may be solved by letting
random walkers strike many times before a particle is at-
tached to the cluster. For the second problem, two
methods can be used. In one method, the probability that
a random walker sticks to the cluster depends on the local
radius of curvature. In another method, particles are al-

lowed to walk off the cluster with a probability propor-
tional to the 1ocal curvature. ' The second method has a
clear mathematical interpretation, ' and thus is the better
means to achieve the effect of the surface tension.

The purposes of this paper are to carry out the ideas
put forward in Ref. 10, and to examine the random-walk
model by applying it to the Saffman-Taylor problem. An
algorithm is constructed that approximates the Saffman-
Taylor problem to any degree of accuracy. The control
parameter is derived, and its correctness is confirmed by
testing it against the known results of linear stability
analysis. The quantitative results from the simulations
are compared and found to be in agreement with confor-
mal mapping" and boundary integral' methods, as well
as with the experiments. The algorithm also preserves
rigorously the incompressibility of the fluids.

Section II is devoted to the physical problem to be
simulated. We then specify in Sec. III the details of the
random-walk algorithm. Section IV deals with a few
tricks used in the simulations. In Sec. V, we report vari-
ous tests on the algorithm. Finally, Sec. VI summarizes
the results of the simulations.

II. BASIC EQUATIONS

In this section, we state the equations describing the
Saffinan-Taylor problem. They can all be derived directly
from the Naiver-Stokes equation.

A Hele Shaw cell is composed of two pieces of closely
spaced glass sealed at both edges (Fig. 1). Initially it is
filled with water. Air is then pushed in from the "bot-
tom" to displace the water. If the plates are horizontal,
gravity is irrelevant. We are interested in the interface be-
tween air and water. %hen the gap between the two
pieces of glass b is small, the velocity of the water v is
proportional to the pressure gradient

$2
v= — Vp (1)

12p

where p is the fluid viscosity.
Assuming that the fluids are incompressible, T.v=0,

we get, combining with Eq. (1),
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v!» „=Voy, (5b)

where y is the unit vector in the y direction.
Experimentally, when the air is pushed, a flat air-water

interface first ripples. Then the instability grows. Small
fluctuations develop into a random structure of many
small fingers (Fig. 2). Because on the one hand the pres-
sure in the water is constant, and at the same time the
equal pressure line in the water far away from the inter-
face is flat, the finger penetrating into the water most will
feel the greatest pressure gradient and will thus be most

likely to grow. Then, this finger emerging out of the
chaotic pattern then becomes stable again. It eventually

goes to the center of the channel and advances at a con-
stant velocity without changing its symmetric profile.

I(,, the ratio of the finger's width to the width of the
channel, is determined by a dimensionless parameter 8,
defined by Tryggvason and Aref as'

1 T
pr2 12@

&'~o

where W is the width of the channel.
Later, we will derive the corresponding 8 for the

random-walk algorithm.
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III. ALGORITHM

It is well known that the probability distribution of a
random walker satisfies the Laplace equation. Since the
pressure in a Hele Shaw cell satisfies the same equation, it
is possible to draw an analogy between the probability dis-
tribution of a random walker and the pressure field in the
Hele Shaw cell. ' ' ' When the appropriate condi-
tions are satisfied at the boundary, i.e., the random walk-
ers are released with certain probabilities from the boun-
dary, the pressure in the Hele Shaw cell is just the number
of tiines random walkers visit various sites.

Just as in the diffusion-limited aggregation simulation,
our algorithm has occupied and unoccupied sites,
representing air and water. Random walks take place in
the unoccupied region and are confined to a rectangular
box. The most interesting region is, of course, the inter-
face separating the air and the water.

To solve the Laplace equation for the field p in a re-
gion, it is enough to specify the value of the field at the
boundary. In particular, the solution may be expressed as
a sum over a geometry-dependent Green's function g (r,s)
weighted by the boundary value sp(s)
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FIG. 2. Perturbations first grow to small fingers, then the
biggest finger takes over while the smaller ones shrink. The
channel's width is 254 lattice units, and 8 =0.001, at which the
unstable wavelength is about one-fifth of the channel's width.

p(r)= gg(r, s)4'(s),

where the sum runs over all points on the boundary.
g(r, s) is the electric field generated by a point source lo-
cated at s on a grounded conductor.

It is shown in Ref. 10 that the Green's function g (r,s)
is proportional to the number of times the point r in the
unoccupied region is visited by the random ~alkers which
are released from the point s on the interface and end
whenever they hit any occupied site again. In this prob-
1em, the boundary is naturally divided into two regions.
At the interface, the boundary value is given by Eq. (4);
far away from the interface, the gradient of the field is
specified in Eqs. (5b) and (1). Corresponding to the two
kinds of boundaries, there are two types of "walks. '* In
the first type of walk, particles come from "infinity" and
terminate at a point on the interface where the cluster
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grows. As will be shown later, this type of walk

represents the constant pressure gradient far away from
the interface. It carries flux from the outside. The second

type of walk leaves a point s on the interface with proba-
bility %(s) and ends at possibly another point on the inter-
face. %(s) is given by

T
%(s)= +go,

R,

where 8, is the radius of curvature, and T determines the
surface tension. po is irrelevant and can have any value.
This type of walks transfers flux froin one part of the in-

terface to another, thus it changes the shape of the inter-
face.

As we have seen, the interface may move both forward
and backward. To achieve this effect in the simulation, it
is convenient to connect bonds between every occupied
and unoccupied site at the interface, as shown in Fig. 1.
The total number of net crossings of random walkers
through each bond is recorded as numbers. These num-
bers determine the motion of the interface. Roughly
speaking, one waits until the absolute value of the number
for a bond reaches a previously assigned value M, then the
interface moves forward or backward according to the
sign of the number.

This rule can be understocxi in a simple way. Let N, be
the number of times random walkers have visited the site
s. Since the probability a random walker goes to any one
of its four neighbors r is 1/4, the number of net crossings
of random walkers through the bond between s and r is
(N, N, )/4. Howev—er, the gradient of the pressure is
proportional to the local velocity of the interface. The ac-
cumulated flux is equivalent to the integration of the velo-
city over time, which is the area the interface sweeps out
per unit length. Thus a certain amount of flux is
equivalent to the motion of the interface by one lattice
site. This rule is enforced in the actual simulations. For
an unoccupied site on the interface, the positive flux of all
bonds connecting with it is added. When the sum is
larger than M, the site is occupied. On the other hand,
for the occupied site on the interface, all negative flux is
added. When the sum is smaller than —M, the site is
emptied. In both cases, the interface moves. The purpose
of introducing M is to average over many walkers in or-
der to reduce the randomness.

Notice that random walks from the interface to itself
always conserve flux. This implies, through the rules of
the interface motion, that area occupied by a fiuid is con-
served, or the fluid is incompressible. The surface tension
can only change the shape of the interface but not the area
included by it.

There is one difficulty in interpreting Eq. (7). The ra-
dius of curvature R, can be positive or negative but the
probability +(s) should always be positive. This difficulty
is solved by letting each walker carry a "flux" f and set,
instead of Eq. (7),

f P(s) = +S o
T

R,

and let 8, and f have the same sign. Thus, the probabili-
ties of releasing walkers %(s) are always positive. When a
random walker carrying a flux f passes through a bond, f
is added to the bond if the walker goes from air to water,
and subtracted from the bond if it goes in the other direc-
tion.

The dimensionless parameter 8 characterizes the com-
petition of the surface tension with the external force. It
must be a function of the probability ratio of the two

types of walks introduced earlier. In fact, we will show

that

where the probability of the random walkers arriving
from the infinity is WP„and the probabilities of the ran-
dom walkers being released from the sites at the interface
are given by Eq. (7).

To prove (8), we recognize that the combination
12@,,/b2Vo in the denominator of Eq. (6) is the pressure
gradient far away from the interface VP„„.Thus

1 T
W' VP,

Because of the analogy between the probability distribu-
tion of random walkers and the pressure in the Hele Shaw
cell, Eqs. (1)—(5) are solved when the boundary value Eq.
(7) is used. So one only need show that far away from the
interface the pressure gradient is constant, and
VP„„=4P,. Now, since ail the random walks stop at
the interface, the ones starting from it do not contribute
to the gradient of the field far away. All the contribu-
tions come from the random walks starting from infinity.
When one such walker is released, there will be, on aver-
age, a probability 1/$V that it passes any vertical bond in
the y direction. However, the number of net crossings of

0.002—

-0.006—

k -0.014

-0.022

-0.030—
0 l5

FIG. 3. A plot of o /k vs k ~ [Eq. (10}].The growth rate o is
on an arbitrary scale. 8 is determined by the wave number at
which the 0. vanishes. This gives 8 =0.0057, while the value of
8 calculated by Eq. (9) is 0.006.
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FIG. 4. Comparison of two runs of different random sequences (shown by empty boxes and points) from the same initial condition.

The parameters used here are B =0.008, I= 15, 8' = 126.

random walkers through a bond is one-quarter the differ-
ence of the total number of times they visit two sites
which connect with the bond. Thus, the gradient of the
probability fiel VP„„ is 4(WP, )iW, which completes
the proof.

%hen 8 is large, there are many surface rearrange-
ments, and the interface tends to be flat. When B is
small, we have only walkers added from the outside. The
interface will then be unstable, and we will have the frac-
tal structure of DLA.
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IV. SIMULATIONS

A large percentage of the random walks are of the
second type, which transfer flux between the sites on the
interface. For typical values of 8 (about 10 ) and the
channel's width W (128 lattice units), the probability ratio
of the two types of random walks is quite large
[T/(8'/2)/P, -88fV-10]. It is therefore necessary to
have an efficient algorithm to start random walks from
the interface. To improve the efficiency, the positions for
the occupied sites on the interface are stored in a one-
dimensional array. Thus, all the sites on the interface can
be assessed easily [the random walkers start from the sites
in this array with the probabilities determined by Eq. (7).
If they walk to an occupied site, they stop]. The indices
to this array also serve as the indices to the array that
records fiux in bonds. To provide a cross reference, the
indices are stored in the array which identifies the occu-
pied and unoccupied sites at the locations of the interface.
When the interface moves, these arrays are changed ac-
cordingly.

For a smooth finger, the curvature has a maximum

R, at the tip. The probability!Ii(s) of Eq. (8) is normal-
ized to one at the tip; although fluctuations may generate

some curvature larger than R, ', in which case the magni-
tude of the flux carried by the random walkers will be in-
creased from the average value f. For sinall curvature
(R '

& R, '), the absolute value of flux is set to f.
Since not all random walkers carry the same flux, it

may happen that accumulated flux stored in bonds is not
exactly Mf. In our simulation, the "extra" flux is
transferred to nearby sites after moving the interface.

There is an arbitrary constant po in Eq. (7). When it is
set to zero, the body of the finger, where the interface is
relatively flat, has only a few random walkers coming in
and out; most random walks take place near the finger' s
tip where the shape of the interface is constantly chang-
ing.

There are several ways to estimate the radius of curva-
ture R, for a surface site s. The simplest ones is to count
N„ the number of sites occupied by air, within a distance
L from s. Obviously N, is related to R, . To find out this
relation, the sites inside the circle of radius R & L are oc-
cupied. Counting with a computer, N, is obtained for
each site on the circle, and they are then summed over
bonds to get the average N(R). The air may occupy the
sites outside the circle to obtain N (R ) for negative R, .

We found that for both positive and negative radius of
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FIG. 5. To prove the surface tension effect, an oddly shaped "air bubble" (shown by crosses) is placed in the water (random walks
take place outside the bubble). Empty boxes, )&'s, and solid boxes represent the shape of the bubble at D. l, 0.3, and 2.5 million
releases of random walkers from the surface of the bubble. A circle (the solid line) is added for comparison. Note that the area of the
bubble is conserved.
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surface curvature and average the results.
Two kinds of boundary conditions are employed on the

side walls, refiecting and periodic. Both of them are used
in our simulations. No difference between them has been
detected.

The first type of the random walks need not necessarily
come from infinity. Since the random walkers coming
from infinity have the same chance to hit any sites on a
horizontal line (line with constant y) for the first time,
they may be released uniformly from any horizontal line
above the cluster.

Random walkers that go far away from the interface
can be eliminated by returning them back to the relevant
region using known probabilities calculated beforehand
(see Ref. 10), as we have done in this simulation.

V. TESTS

Our model can be checked against the linear instability
analysis of Saffman and Taylor who predict a growth
rate cr for a disturbance of wavelength W/k on a flat in-
terface'

o =2mk [1—8(2m.k )'], (10)

where k is the reduced wave vector, an integer in the
present case.

If the sine waves with the integer wave vector k are su-
perimposed on the fiat interface at the initial time, the po-
sition of the interface at a later time should be

FIG. 6. Time evolution of a finger in the Hele Shaw cell.
The channel's width is 254 lattice units 8 =0.005, M =10, and
L =10; periodic boundary conditions are used on the side walls.
This took 60 CPU hours on a Sun %'orkstation.

curvature, R and X(R) are simply related

[N(R) XL ], —1 1

R RL

where RL and XL are two constants depending on L. For
L and R going to infinity, RL ——L, /3 and XL ——~L /2.
For smaller values of I., we measure them as functions of

y = Vot+Aoe 'sin[2mk(x/W)] .

The first term, the mean position, sets the time in an arbi-
trary unit. Our simulations do show that the amplitude
of the sine wave grows exponentially when Ao is not too
large, and a/k is proportional to k (Fig. 3). The wave
number k ' at which the growth rate vanishes determines
the control parameter

18=
(2nk ')

8 ineasured in this way agrees with calculations of Eq.
(9).

In a Monte Carlo simulation, the result may become
unreliable because of the random noise. In this simula-
tion, noise can be reduced by increasing the average num-
ber M, or W, the number of lattice sites across the chan-
nel.

At reasonably large M and large 8, we get reproducible
results. For example, when M =15, 8'=126, 8 =0.008
and the initial condition is a nonsymmetric double bump,
the agreement between two runs of entirely different ran-
dom sequences is satisfactory (Fig. 4) after the interface
advances a distance W. Two runs of M = 10 and M = 1S
agree well when other conditions are fixed.

A square lattice introduces some anisotropy. To see
how big it is we can put a "air bubble" in the water. If we
do not add random walkers from the outside and only al-
low the interface-to-interface walks, the air bubble will
adjust itself and eventually takes its equilibrium shape —a
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circle. Figure 5 shows an oddly shaped air bubble
developing into a circle.

VI. RESUI.TS

Figure 6 shows a typical finger at large surface tension.
It is stable and symmetric. Unlike the case in Fig. 2,

where the initial state is a chaotic pattern, the finger in
Fig. 6 starts from a symmetric curve. But, as both the ex-
periments and the simulations have shown, the differences
in the initial conditions do not change the finger's shape
at the late stage of its development. The unique shape de-
pends only on the control parameter 8.
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FIG. 7. Profile (shown as boxes) of the last finger in the time series depicted in Fig. 6 is compared with a curve calculated from Pi-
tts phenomenological scaling hypothesis (solid line) which is placed at the center of the channel. The size of the boxes is the resolu-
tion of the underlying lattice. (8 =0.005, A, =0.55, M =10.)
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As the finger moves faster, its width becomes narrower.
It has been shown in the experiments that at large veloci-

ty, or small value of 8, the width ratio of the finger to the
channel A, approaches one-half. Over a large range of ve-

locities, the fingers' width A. is about one-half and the
fingers take almost the same shape. Saffman and Taylor 3

have found a family of solutions to Eqs. (1)—(5) at zero
surface tension. The profile of one half-width finger ob-
served in their experiments agrees well with their solution
at A, = —,'. Moreover, as Pitts' has pointed out, fingers of
all widths are simply related. Take the profile of the one-
half finger, scale it in both x and y directions by 2A, ; the
resulting curve is indistinguishable from the experimental
finger of width I, if A. is not too close to one. Figure 7
compares our simulation with Pitts' scaling hypothesis
and shows a good agreement between the two.

When the finger is stable, the A, is uniquely determined
by the control parameter 8. McLean and Saffman's have
solved numerically for the static profile of the interface.
They found that the A, depends only on 8. Conformal
mapping" and boundary integral' methods have also
been used to attack this problem. The time evolution of a
finger can be followed, and the stable fingers have been
found. Unlike the zero surface tension case, the width of
stable fingers is not arbitrary and depends only on 8. The
functional form agrees with McLean-Saffman simula-
tions.

Despite the presence of white noise, our simulations
give rise to stable fingers. To measure the width of the
fingers, one can, of course, read the width directly from
the finger. A more sophisticated method is to record the
number of occupied sites along with the height of the
finger's tip. They are linearly related. The slope deter-
mines the finger's width ratio A, . The results of this mea-
sureinent at several values of 8 are shown in Fig. 8. The
bigger circle used in curvature measuring seems to give a
better result because the small circle is not sensitive to
sma11 curvatures.

If the interface is to be stable, the noise must be kept
within certain limits. The amount of noise is controlled
by the M defined previously. In our simulation, the
averaging number M changes from around 10 for
8 &0.02 to about 50 for 8 close to 0.001. Although the
small M tends to widen the finger, simulations show A,

does not change when M is large enough. A typical error
in A, is about three percent for different runs. Because the
number of lattice points across the channel is finite, large
M may introduce another kind of error. When a particle
sticks to the tip of the finger, the tip grows a finite
amount. This in turn "shields" the pressure field and
makes it harder for the body of the finger to grow. This
effect is large at the small channel's width and large M,
because the large fluctuations at small M depress this ef-
fect. The fact that small I in our simulations tends to
give k more in agreement with other simulations may be
due to this effect. But, as we shaH see later, larger A, could
also mean that the unstable regime is reached. Each point
in Fig. 8 is obtained from a stable finger grown to a
length of four times the channel's width.

Both reflecting and periodic boundary conditions are
used on the side walls. No difference has been observed

0.50
0 0.006 0.012 0.0le 0.024

FIG. 8. Finger's width k as a function of the control parame-
ter B. The solid line is McLean and Saffman's numerical result.
Boxes represent the fingers' width when I. is 10, and stars when
I. is 3.2. M used ranges from 10 to 15 for boxes and 15 to 25
for stars except for two stars close to the solid line, for which
M =7.

for A, (0.7.
%%en properly used, the initial conditions can help to

reduce the computational time. One could start from a
flat interface, but it is not a good choice, because the in-
terface has to waste time in becoming unstable and then
stable again. Also, when 8 ~0.0253 (where the critical
unstable wavelength is equal to the channel's width), no
disturbance can grow. So we used initial conditions that
are already roughly in a finger's shape, or at least not fiat.

Because of the Monte Carlo characteristic of the algo-
rithm, noise effects are inevitable in our simulation. As
we have mentioned before, at large values of 8, the small
amount of noise built into our calculation does not change
the final shape of the profile. This suggests that the
stable finger has a certain domain of attraction in the
solution space. %'ithin this domain small disturbances die
out. Only when the amplitude of noisy perturbations
exceeds a threshold value, does it have a chance to grow.
Bensimon" has argued that this noise threshold u, is ex-
tremely sensitive to the control parameter 8; he shows
that U, =exp( —y8 ~) where P=0.61, and y=0.076. Be-
cause of the finite resolution of the lattice, the minimum
noise we have here is I/ W which means for any reason-
able lattice width used in the simulation (10 to 10 ) [The
computation time grows roughly as W (I+8K) with the
channel's width W' in lattice units. ] The finger is always
unstable when 8 is below 0.001. Bensimon also finds the
three most unstable modes. Two of them are asymmetric
and oscillatory. The other one is a symmetric steady
mode corresponding to a wider or narrower finger. At
large 8, we have observed the wider finger at small
averaging number M.

At small 8, where the noise threshold is small, the
finger is unstable in two senses. One possibility is that the
process is not reproducible. The profile at the time t de-
pends crucially on the initial conditions, the particular
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FIG. 9. Some unstable modes are shown here. The reflecting boundary condition was used in all cases. (a) At the onset of instabil-
ity, the finger becomes symmetric. {8=1.8&10, M =20.) (b) A finger with an oscillatory trace as a result of the finger's tip
switching from the one side of the center to the other. {8=2.4&10, M =25.) (c) Plateaus trigger the tip splitting. (B =8)&10
M =10.) {d) The finger's tip spbts. (8 =4&(10, M =15.) (e) A finger with side branches. (B =4& 10, M =50.) (f) A DLA-like
structure. {8=5)&10,M =3.)

random sequence used, and the value of M. Another pos-
sibility is that the unstable finger has a time-dependent
shape. Our simulation seems to suggest that the unstable
modes depend on the ratio of the noise amplitude to the
noise threshold. As this ratio becomes larger, the finger

first becomes slightly asymmetric, then the finger's tip
splits. After that, one observes a oscillatory mode, and fi-
nally many side branching and a DLA-like structure.

Figure 9 shows some of the unstable modes. At the on-
set of the instability, the finger's tip goes off the center of
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the channel. As the noise increases, the tip can switch
from one side of the center to the other leaving a swinging
trace behind. If the noise is increased further, the finger' s
top develops to a tip and a plateau which is likely to
trigger a finger splitting. At very small 8, when the
noise's ratio to the noise threshold U, is large, the sides of
the finger cease to be stable. Side branches grow out.

Some of those unstable patterns are similar to experimen-
tal observations. '

The wavelength of the side branches in our simulations
is proportional to ~8. This is similar to the prediction of
linear instability analysis for the unstable mode growing
from an initially flat interface. The simulations also show
that the wavelength of the side branches is three to four
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times A,„the wavelength below which no disturbances on
a flat interface can grow.

At small 8, the interface is unstable because of noise.
Experimentally, Maher measured the length of the mixing
zone' ' 8 defined as the distance along the direction of
flow between the tips of the longest fingers in each direc-
tion. He found that, for 8 ranging from 10 to 10, 8
has a power-law dependence on time t, 0-t' . The ex-
ponent 1.6 is an averaged value of exponents measured at
different 8.

We have tried to fit our simulated 8 to the power law.
With W=254 lattice units, 8 =10, and M around 10,
the fitting is rather poor, and 8-t', for 8 between 0.2 W
and 2 W. The data for M =50 at the same 8 gave a worse
fit to the power-law form, especially at early time. At
8 =10 and M =10, the fitting becomes better, and the
exponent is 1.3. When 8 is much larger than 8', it grows
linearly with time.

We also measured h, the distance from the tip of the
longest finger to the initial interface. When h is neither
too large nor too small, we found h —t ' Notic.e that at
8 =0 and M =1, our model is identical to DLA. For a
DLA cluster, this index would be 1/(D —1)=1.4 (where
D is the fractal dimension for a DLA cluster in two di-
mensions}, ' since time is proportional to the number of
occupied sites. This suggests that at small 8, the flow
pattern is like DLA. If the flow pattern depends only on
8, then one should observe a DLA-like structure in very
large cells.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

%e have applied the random-walk model to the
Saffman-Taylor problem. An explicit algorithm is given
which combines the right form of surface tension and a
way of averaging out noise. Simulations are performed.
The resulting finger profiles agree with experiments and
with other types of simulations. The dependence of the
finger's width on the surface tension also agrees with the
stationary calculation of McLean and Saffman as well as
with the conformal mapping and the boundary integral
methods.
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